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Abstract
In this paper, we study the problem of computing a minimum cost Steiner tree subject to
weight constraint in a series–parallel graph where each edge has a nonnegative integer cost and
a nonnegative integer weight. We present a strongly polynomial time approximation scheme for
this NP-complete problem.
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1. Introduction
A computer network is often modeled by an undirected graph G=(V; E), where V
is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. The traditional Steiner tree problem
associates an edge cost c(e)¿0 with each edge e∈E and asks for a minimum cost
subgraph of G spanning a given subset T⊆V of target vertices. Such problems <nd
important applications in computer networks and have been studied by many researchers
[1,4,10,14,16]. We refer the readers to [8,11] for details.
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In this traditional network model, there is only one cost corresponding to each edge.
In real-life problems, each edge may have a weight besides a cost, and we want to
<nd a minimum cost subgraph of G spanning the vertices in T with a total weight no
more than a given weight constraint W. We call this problem the weight constrained
minimum cost Steiner tree problem (WCSTP).
Formally, we generalize the traditional network model to allow two independent edge
weighting functions: with each edge e∈E, there is an associated integer cost c(e)¿0
and an associated integer weight w(e)¿0. Let G′ be a subgraph of G. The cost of G′,
denoted by c(G′), is the sum of the edge costs of G′. The weight of G′, denoted by
w(G′), is the sum of the edge weights of G′. Given a set of target vertices T⊆V
and an integer weight constraint W¿0, we are interested in computing a minimum
cost tree subgraph T of G which spans the vertices in T subject to the constraint that
w(T )6W. We call such a tree a weight constrained minimum cost Steiner minimum
tree.
When w(e)= 0 for every edge e∈E, the WCSTP becomes the well-known Steiner
tree problem. Since the Steiner tree problem is NP-hard in the strong sense [6], the
WCSTP is also NP-hard in strong sense. In this paper, we are interested in WCSTP
on a very important class of sparse networks known as series–parallel graphs (S–P
graphs), which are subgraphs of 2-trees de<ned below.
Following [14], a 2-tree can be de<ned recursively as follows, and all 2-trees may
be obtained in this way. A triangle (a complete graph on three vertices) is a 2-tree.
Given a 2-tree and an edge {x; y} of the 2-tree, we can add a new vertex z adjacent
to both x and y; the result is a 2-tree. An S–P graph (also known as a partial 2-tree)
is a subgraph of a 2-tree. With this de<nition, one can see that a 2-tree on n vertices
has 2n− 3 edges and n− 2 triangles.
Farley [5] demonstrated that 2-trees are isolated failure immune (IFI) networks. Wald
and Colbourn [14] showed that a minimum IFI network is a 2-tree. This fact made
2-trees an important class of fault tolerant networks. Wald and Colbourn [14] also
showed that the Steiner tree problem on an S–P graph is tractable, presenting a linear
time algorithm. In a recent paper, Colbourn and Xue [3] showed that the grade of
service Steiner tree problem [17] is also tractable on an S–P graph.
In this paper, we show that the WCSTP is NP-hard even when the graph G is
an S–P graph. We then present a strongly polynomial time approximation scheme for
computing a weight constrained minimum cost Steiner tree in an S–P graph.
2. WCSTP in S–P graphs is intractable
When the number of target vertices is zero or one, the WCSTP is trivial. When there
are only two vertices in T, the WCSTP becomes the well-known weight constrained
shortest path problem (WCSPP) which is known to be NP-hard [6]. To the best of
our knowledge, no one has ever addressed the complexity of WCSTP or WCSPP
in an S–P graph speci<cally. In a recent paper [15], Wang and Crowcroft presented
an NP-hardness proof for the WCSPP problem in general graphs. We point out that
the NP-hardness proof of Wang and Crowcroft, although targeted at the problem in
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general graphs, also proves that the WCSPP is NP-hard in an S–P graph. Since the
WCSPP in an S–P graph is NP-hard, the more general WCSTP in an S–P graph is
also NP-hard. Therefore, we have the following hardness result (for the completeness
of the current paper, we include an NP-hardness proof of the WCSPP in an S–P graph
in the appendix).
Theorem 2.1. The WCSTP in an S–P graph is NP-hard.
Note that in the de<nition of the WCSTP, the weight and cost of an edge are sym-
metric. Therefore, we may also talk about cost constrained minimum weight Steiner
tree problem (CCSTP) which asks for a minimum weight tree subject to cost con-
straint. Given the hardness of the problem, we are interested in designing eJcient
approximation algorithms for this problem. In the next section, we will present a
pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for computing a cost constrained minimum weight
Steiner tree in an S–P graph. We will then apply standard techniques of scaling and
rounding to turn the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm into a strongly polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS) for weight constrained minimum cost Steiner trees.
3. A pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for CCSTP
In this section, we will present a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for computing a
cost constrained minimum weight Steiner tree. Given the set T⊆V and a nonnegative
integer , the algorithm computes a minimum weight Steiner tree among those whose
cost is bounded by , in O(n( + 1)2) time, where n is the number of vertices in the
series–parallel graph.
Our algorithm for computing a cost constrained Steiner tree operates in two phases.
The <rst completes the graph to a 2-tree, as was done in [14], where each added edge
has a weight of zero and a cost that is larger than the cost constraint . This ensures that
the added edges will never be chosen in a cost constrained minimum weight Steiner
tree. The second phase involves <nding cost constrained minimum weight Steiner trees
in 2-trees.
We are given a 2-tree G with target set T⊆V . With each (directed) arc =(x; y)
corresponding to an (undirected) edge {x; y} of G, we will associate 6+6 measures,
which summarize the weight incurred so far in the subgraph S which has been reduced
onto the edge {x; y}:
• st(; ) is the minimum weight of a Steiner tree for S, with a cost of at most , in
which x and y appear in the same tree, =0; 1; 2; : : : ; ;
• dt(; ) is the minimum weight of two disjoint trees for S including all targets, one
tree involving x and the other involving y, whose total cost is no more than ,
=0; 1; 2; : : : ; ;
• yn(; ) is the minimum weight of a Steiner tree for S, which includes x but not y,
whose cost is at most , =0; 1; 2; : : : ; ;
• ny(; ) is the minimum weight of a Steiner tree for S, which includes y but not x,
whose cost is at most , =0; 1; 2; : : : ; ;
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• nn(; ) is the minimum weight of a Steiner tree for S, which includes neither x nor
y, whose cost is at most , =0; 1; 2; : : : ; ;
• none(; ) is the weight of omitting all vertices of S from a Steiner tree whose cost
is at most , =0; 1; 2; : : : ;  (note that there is a big penalty here if S contains any
target vertices).
Let =(x; y) be the other arc corresponding to the edge {x; y}. Then the 6 + 6
measures associated with  relates to the measures associated with  in the following
way:
st(; )= st(; ) dt(; )=dt(; ) yn(; )= ny(; )
ny(; )=yn(; ) nn(; )= nn(; ) none(; )= none(; )
Let BIG be an integer which is bigger than the sum of all the edge weights in the
given graph. Initially, no reduction of the graph has been done. We set the initial
measures for each arc =(x; y) corresponding to an edge e= {x; y} as follows, for
=0; 1; 2; : : : ; .
Our algorithm (call it Algorithm 1) will use these initial arc measures to recompute
the arc measures as the graph is reduced. The graph is reduced by repeated deletion of
degree-2 vertices. The algorithm stops when there is no degree-2 vertex left. Suppose
at some point in the algorithm there is a triangle {x; y; z} in which y is a degree-2
vertex and that costs have been computed for both (x; y) and (y; z). Let L=(x; y),
R=(y; z), M =(x; z). We will update the measures at M using the following rules:
• For =0; 1; 2; : : : ; , let w; st be the minimum of the following four sets of numbers:
{st(M; M ) + st(L; L) + dt(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{st(M; M ) + dt(L; L) + st(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{st(M; M ) + yn(L; L) + ny(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{dt(M; M ) + st(L; L) + st(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0}:
• For =0; 1; 2; : : : ; , let w;dt be the minimum of the following three sets of numbers:
{dt(M; M ) + st(L; L) + dt(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{dt(M; M ) + dt(L; L) + st(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{dt(M; M ) + yn(L; L) + ny(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0}:
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• For =0; 1; 2; : : : ; , let w;yn be the minimum of the following two sets of numbers:
{yn(M; M ) + yn(L; L) + none(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{yn(M; M ) + st(L; L) + yn(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0}:
• For =0; 1; 2; : : : ; , let w;ny be the minimum of the following two sets of numbers:
{ny(M; M ) + ny(L; L) + st(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{ny(M; M ) + none(L; L) + ny(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0}:
• For =0; 1; 2; : : : ; , let w;nn be the minimum of the following four sets of numbers:
{nn(M; M ) + none(L; L) + none(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{none(M; M ) + nn(L; L) + none(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{none(M; M ) + none(L; L) + nn(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0};
{none(M; M ) + ny(L; L) + yn(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0}:
• For =0; 1; 2; : : : ; , let w;none be the minimum of the following set of numbers:
{none(M; M ) + none(L; L) + none(R; R)|L + R + M = ;
L ¿ 0; R ¿ 0; M ¿ 0}:
• Delete the vertex y from the graph. For =0; 1; 2; : : : ; , update the values of
st(M; ), dt(M; ), yn(M; ), ny(M; ), nn(M; ), and none(M; ) to w; st , w;dt , w;yn,
w;ny, w;nn, and w;none, respectively.
Theorem 3.1. When the 2-tree is reduced to a single edge = {x; y}, the minimum of
the four values st(; ), yn(; ), ny(; ), nn(; ) is the minimum weight of a Steiner
tree interconnecting all the vertices in T with a cost not more than , where a weight
of BIG or more indicates the nonexistence of a cost constrained Steiner tree.
Proof. We note that the measures of an edge = {x; y} are initialized correctly, and
are updated correctly after each reduction. For example, for any ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; } and
an edge = {x; y}, st(; ) is the minimum weight of a Steiner tree for S whose cost
is no more than , in which x and y appear in the same tree.
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When the graph is reduced to a single arc = {x; y}, st(; ) is the minimum weight
of a cost constrained Steiner tree interconnecting x, y, and all the vertices in T;
yn(; ) is the minimum weight of a cost constrained Steiner tree interconnecting x
(but not y) and all the vertices in T−{y}; ny(; ) is the minimum weight of a cost
constrained Steiner tree interconnecting y (but not x) and all the vertices in T−{x};
nn(; ) is the minimum weight of a cost constrained Steiner tree interconnecting all
the vertices in T−{x; y} (but not x nor y). Note that leaving out a target vertex from
the tree receives a penalty of at least BIG. Therefore, the minimum of the above four
values corresponds to the minimum weight of a cost constrained Steiner tree.
Theorem 3.2. Algorithm 1 can be implemented in O(n( + 1)2) time, where  is the
cost constraint and n is the number of vertices in the graph.
Proof. We will show that the update of measurements can be accomplished in
O((+1)2) time for each reduction. Since there are O(n) reductions, this would com-
plete the proof of the theorem.
Since there are O( + 1) choices for each of , M and L (R=  − M − L),
a simple minded implementation would require O((+1)3) time to update the measures
for each reduction.
Let us denote L + R by LR. Although there are O(( + 1)2) diLerent choices for
(L; R), there are only O(+1) diLerent choices for LR. Using O((+1)2) time, we
can compute the following 12(+ 1) measures for all LR ∈{0; 1; 2; : : : ; }:
LR(LR; st; st) = min{st(L; L) + st(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; st; dt) = min{st(L; L) + dt(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; dt; st) = min{dt(L; L) + st(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; yn; ny) = min{yn(L; L) + ny(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; yn; none) = min{yn(L; L) + none(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; st; yn) = min{st(L; L) + yn(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; ny; st) = min{ny(L; L) + st(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; none; ny) = min{none(L; L) + ny(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; none; none) = min{none(L; L) + none(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; nn; none) = min{nn(L; L) + none(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; none; nn) = min{none(L; L) + nn(R; LR − L)|06L6LR};
LR(LR; ny; yn) = min{ny(L; L) + yn(R; LR − L)|06L6LR}:
After those 12( + 1) measures are computed, only O(( + 1)2) time are necessary
to compute the updated values for st(M; ), dt(M; ), yn(M; ), ny(M; ), nn(M; ),
none(M; ), for =0; 1; 2; : : : ; . For example, w;yn can be computed as the minimum
of
min{yn(M; M ) + LR(− M ; yn; none)|06M6}
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and
min{yn(M; M ) + LR(− M ; st; yn)|06M6}:
This shows that Algorithm 1 can be implemented in O(n(+ 1)2) time.
We point out that the cost constrained Steiner tree can be constructed in O(n(+1))
extra time if we perform some bookkeeping operations (recording how the minimum
was achieved) during the reductions. If we <x  at 0 and assume the cost of all edges
in the graph are zero, the above algorithm <nds a minimum weight Steiner tree in
O(n) time. This is why we choose to use +1 instead of  in our complexity analysis.
4. A PTAS for WCSTP
We use standard techniques of scaling and rounding [2,7,9,13,18] to turn the pseudo-
polynomial time algorithm for CCSTP into a strongly polynomial time approximation
scheme for WCSTP.
Let us use c(T;W) to denote the minimum cost of a Steiner tree spanning the targets
in T with a weight of no more than W. Given a positive real number C, deciding
whether c(T;W)¿C or c(T;W)6C is NP-hard. Using the standard technique of
scaling and rounding [2,7,9,13,18], we can decide, in strongly polynomial time, whether
c(T;W)¿C or c(T;W)¡(1+ )C, for any given constant ¿0. This technique will
play an important role in our PTAS for computing a weight constrained minimum cost
Steiner tree in an S–P graph. We describe this approximate testing in Algorithm 2 as
TEST.
Algorithm 2. TEST(C; )
Step 1 Set  := n
C×  ; Let c be the scaled edge cost function such that c(e)=
c(e)×
 for e∈E; Set  :=C×;
Step 2 Apply Algorithm 1 using the scaled edge cost function c instead of the
original edge cost function c;
if the weight of the cost constrained Steiner tree is no more than W then
output YES ;
else
output NO ;
endif
Theorem 4.1. Let us be given the target set T, the weight constraintW, the positive
real numbers C and . If TEST(C; )=NO, then c(T;W)¿C. If TEST(C; )=YES,
then c(T;W)¡(1+)×C. In addition, the worst-case time complexity of TEST(C; )
is O(n3=2).
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Proof. Let T be a tree subgraph in G. Let c(T )=
∑
e∈T c(e) and c(T )=
∑
e∈T c(e).
Since, the number of edges in T is at most n− 1, we can prove that c(T )6 implies
c(T )6C(1 + ) and that c(T )¿ implies c(T )¿C, where  and  are as de<ned in
Algorithm 2.
Assume that TEST(C; )=NO. Then we know that for any tree T spanning the
targets in T with a weight no more than W, we must have c(T )¿, which in turn
implies c(T )¿C. This says that c(T;W)¿C.
Now assume that TEST(C; )=YES. Then we know that there is a tree T span-
ning the targets in T such that w(T )6W and c(T )6. Note that c(T )6 implies
c(T )¡C(1 + ). This says that c(T;W)¡C(1 + ).
The time complexity of TEST follows directly from Theorem 3.2.
Our PTAS is presented next. As in [12], we will use LB to denote a lower bound
on c(T;W) and use UB to denote an approximate upper bound on c(T;W) such
that 2×UB is a valid upper bound on c(T;W) and that UB¿LB. Our PTAS starts
with eJciently computable values of LB and UB and uses bisection to drive the ratio
UB=LB to below 2. Once we have a pair of UB and LB such that UB=LB62, we can
use =(n − 1)=(LB×) to scale the edge cost and use =2×UB× as an upper
bound to compute an (1 + )-approximation to the weight constrained Steiner tree.
Algorithm 3. PTAS for weight constrained minimum cost Steiner tree
in an S–P graph.
Step 1 set LB and UB to their initial values such that 2×UB6LB×(n− 1);
Step 2 if UB62×LB then
goto Step 3;
else
let C :=
√
UB×LB;
if TEST(C; 1)=NO, set LB=C;
if TEST(C; 1)=YES, set UB=C;
goto Step 2;
endif
Step 3 set  := (n− 1)=(LB×);  := ×UB×2;
set c(e) := ×c(e)
 for every e∈E;
apply Algorithm 1 to compute a cost constrained minimum weight Steiner
tree using the scaled cost function c
The initial values of LB and UB can be computed as follows. Let c1¡c2¡ · · ·¡ck
be the diLerent edge cost values. Clearly we have k62n − 3. Use Gj to denote the
graph obtained by deleting all edges in G whose cost is more than cj. Note that in
O(n) time, we can compute a minimum weight Steiner tree in Gj for j=1; 2; : : : ; k.
Let J be the smallest index j such that the weight of the minimum weight Steiner tree
in Gj is no more than W. Therefore, c(T;W), the cost of an optimal solution to the
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weight constrained Steiner tree must be in the interval [cJ ; cJ ×(n− 1)]. We may use
cJ and cJ ×(n − 1)=2 as the initial values for LB and UB, respectively. This can be
done in O(n log n) time by bisection on the diLerent edge cost values.
Theorem 4.2. If there is no weight constrained Steiner tree spanning the target ver-
tices in T, we will ;nd this out during our computation of the initial values of UB
and LB (J ==∞). If T has a weight constrained Steiner tree, Algorithm 3 ;nds a
weight constrained Steiner tree T such that w(T )6W and c(T )6(1+ )×c(T;W).
Furthermore, the time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n3×(log log n+ (1=2))).
Proof. The claim follows from standard techniques [2,7,12,18] and Theorems 2–4. Let
us use LB[0] and UB[0] to denote the initial lower bound and approximate upper bound
for c(T;W) and use LB[k] and UB[k] to denote the lower bound and approximate upper
bound for c(T;W) obtained after k iterations (executions of Step 2) for k =1; 2; 3; : : : .
It follows from our analysis before the presentation of Algorithm 3 that
log
UB[k]
LB[k]
6
1
2
× log UB
[k−1]
LB[k−1]
6
1
2k
× log (n− 1)
2
: (4.1)
As a result, we would have UB[k]=LB[k]62 after k iterations where k is no more
than log log n and log is the base-2 logarithm. Since 2×UB is always a valid upper
bound on c(T;W), it follows from Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 that Step 3 computes an
(1+ )-approximation to the weight constrained Steiner tree in O(n×(n=)2) time. This
completes the proof.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the WCSTP on a very important class of sparse
graphs–S–P graphs. Although most Steiner tree problems are S–P graphs, it is shown
that the weight constrained minimum cost Steiner tree problem on S–P graphs is NP-
hard. On the positive side, we have presented a strongly polynomial time approximation
scheme for this problem, which has applications to computer networks as well as
computational biology. A more challenging problem is the WCSTP on a general graph.
Appendix A. NP-completeness of WCSTP in S–P graphs
In this section, we prove that the weight constrained shortest path problem [7] in
S–P graphs is NP-hard. After we have arrived at this proof, we found that the proof
by Wang and Crowcroft [15] also proves the same fact. This proof is included here as
an aid to the referees.
Theorem A.1. The weight constrained shortest path problem in S–P graphs is
NP-hard.
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Fig. 1. Hardness proof of WCSPP.
Table 1
Initialization of arc measures
Initialization of measures
st(; )=w(e) if c(e)6; BIG otherwise;
dt(; )= 0;
yn(; )= BIG if y∈T; 0 otherwise;
ny(; )= BIG if x∈T; 0 otherwise;
nn(; )= BIG if x∈T or y∈T; 0 otherwise;
none(; )= BIG if x∈T or y∈T; 0 otherwise.
Proof. Now we transform PARTITION to the weight constrained shortest path problem
in S–P graphs.
Suppose we have a set S with n elements and every element a has a corresponding
size s(a)∈Z+, ∑a∈S s(a)= 2A. We construct a S–P graph (see Fig. 1) as follows.
• V = {v1; v2; : : : ; vn+1; u1; u2; : : : ; un},
• E= {(vi; vi+1) | i=1; 2; : : : ; n}∪ {(vi; ui); (vi+1; ui) | i=1; 2; : : : ; n}.
• For e=(vi; vi+1); c(e)= s(ai); w(e)= 0.
• For e=(vi; ui) or (vi+1; ui), c(e)= 0; w(e)= 12 s(ai).
For this S–P graph, we want to <nd a shortest path from v1 to vn+1 such that the
total weight of this path is no larger than A.
If we can <nd a partition of S = S1 ∪ S2 such that
∑
a∈S1s(a)=
∑
a∈S2s(a)=A,
then we have a path from v1 to vn+1 consist of the edges (vi; vi+1) for ai ∈ S1, and
(vi; ui); (ui; vi+1) for ai ∈ S2. The total cost and total weight of this path are all equal
to A. This path is obviously the shortest path under the restriction of total weight no
larger than A.
Conversely, assume that we have <nd a shortest path from v1 to vn+1 with the total
weight no larger than A. From the construction of the S–P graph, we can get a partition
of S by setting S1 = {ai | (vi; vi+1) is in the shortest path}.
From above discussion, we know that the weight constrained shortest path problem
in S–P graph is NP-hard.
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